KAVANAUGH HEARING:
THE AFTERMATH
[NB: CHECK THE BYLINE.]
It was a disaster, no matter how Republicans
spin it. As after a disaster, damage continues.
Brett Kavanaugh was an aggressive and
belligerent drunk according to a former Yale
roommate. His incredibly rude behavior before
the Senate yesterday proved his belligerence
didn’t require alcohol. Yelling at seated
senators, talking over the women who asked him
questions — he did not demonstrate either
respect for their office as the representatives
of the people, nor did he display appropriate
judicial temperament.
He also lied several times. Call it
prevarication, untruthiness, fib, whatever label
makes you feel more comfortable but what came
out of his mouth did not match facts.
The SJC’s GOP faction knew he was at extreme
risk, particularly so when their hired girl
reverted to a prosecutor’s role and asked
Kavanaugh about his calendar. It was at this
point that Mitchell was ‘disappeared’ and
Lindsey Graham flipped his wig, stepping up to
put on an act worthy of an Academy Award for a
supporting actor. So very Shakespearean in his
castigation; woe, woe betide those who dared to
ignore the wholly arbitrary deadline the GOP
forced on this train wreck confirmation.
Poppycock and nonsense. We haven’t forgotten
Merrick Garland and the unacceptable theft of
his place on the Supreme Court.
Lest anyone claim Graham wasn’t acting: he was
seen laughing in the hallway after the hearing,
yucking it up with a couple other GOP senators.
His cadre welcomed him later with applause as he
entered a closed door meeting.
EDIT — I’d thought of this Carl Sandburg quote
yesterday during Graham’s ‘performance’, meant

to include it here:
“If the facts are against you, argue the
law. If the law is against you, argue
the facts. If the law and the facts are
against you, pound the table and yell
like hell.”

Nice drama, babe. You’ve got a second career
waiting for you after you leave office —
hopefully sooner than later.
The Jesuit magazine which had endorsed Kavanaugh
saw through the acts; they revoked their
endorsement last night, saying they “recognize
that this nomination is no longer in the best
interests of the country.”
The American Bar Association expressed its
concerns about Kavanaugh’s confirmation and
asked the confirmation to be delayed until after
a more thorough investigation.
Somebody else is worried about the confirmation,
enough that they dispatched George W. Bush to
lean on fencesittng GOP holdouts.
Imagine how bad it is that Bush must get engaged
in this mess to cover for Trump’s inadequacies
as a negotiator, though we shouldn’t overlook
the possibility Bush has skin in the game if any
cases come before the Supreme Court in which he
is a defendant.
And Alan Dershowitz called for a delay to allow
for an FBI investigation. Yeah, it was that bad.
In minutes the Senate Judiciary Committee will
meet and then we’ll know whether this farcical
nomination will continue on to the full Senate.
EDIT — 10:19 AM — AP News reports Senate
Judiciary Committee will vote at 1:30 pm today
on forwarding Kavanaugh’s nomination to the full
senate.
Be sure to check out Marcy’s more detailed
analysis of yesterday’s hearing. This is an open
thread.

If you haven’t called your senators, do so.
Congressional switchboard: (202) 224-3121.

